


and slowly starting to activate in Canada, how do 
you see things changing in the next 1–2 years in 
the pDOOH space? What are you doing as an SSP 
to prepare for this? 

The entrance of omnichannel DSPs into programmatic DOOH marks 

platform, and so our supply-side business truly embraces their 
We are working with DSPs globally and we are helping 

facilitate these relationships in Canada

Nikki Hawke 
Hivestack,
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how do you differentiate yourself from 
your competitors when every competitor has the 
same, or very similar inventory and scale?

AdExchange article, display and mobile publishers 

the differentiation 
of SSPs will lie mostly in access to quality demand. For example, publishers 
that use the Hivestack SSP have front row seats to agencies that use 

What role does the DOOH sales reps play 
in the programmatic sales channel? 

DOOH sales reps are able to sell curated programmatic buys in the form of 

sold campaigns that are I/O-based (where no DSP is used) to programmatic-

It also depends on which product publishers are looking to utilize and how 
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Who does the “planning” in programmatic DOOH?

are OOH specialists and part of global media holding companies 
and they plan, buy and measure the channel for their clients 

How do they see omnichannel measurement 
playing out on each of their platforms?

Omnichannel buyers are seeking to understand and measure whether 
exposure to programmatic DOOH drove a lift in outcomes on other 
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Where do bespoke DOOH DSP’s exist/ 
what role do they play once the big omni-
channel DSP’s fully adopt pDOOH?

We see bespoke DOOH DSPs as a catalyst to pdooh adoption in most, if not all, 

incubator of sorts, coming at OOH from usually a digital or OOH (or combination 

variety and competition among these help propel innovative solutions and 

for all channels, so I do see a continual evolution and innovation of the space 
and further specialization in unique capabilities being driven by bespoke 

they serve different purposes, with bespoke DSPs being preferred when 

Edith Gagne 
Broadsign, Vice President, 

Programmatic Sales Operations
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Postcard from the future question: From a tech 
perspective, what do you think the pDOOH 
space is going to look like in 5 years?

who’ve uncovered OOH in recent years through Pdooh of OOH strengths, 

publishers to truly effectively manage yield across their entire networks 

What percentage of deals are you seeing come 
through PMPs?  Where do we see that going?

ease of discoverability of inventory by media buyers across our entire 
global ecosystem of connected DSPs (to our SSP) and in many cases 
serves as a mechanism for buyers & sellers to become acquainted through 

Postcard from the future question: From a tech Postcard from the future question: From a tech 
perspective, what do you think perspective, what do you think the pDOOH 
space is going to look like in 5 years?space is going to look like in 5 years?
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How can DOOH enhance the customer experience?

How do they see omnichannel measurement 
playing out on each of their platforms?

Investing in education is a big one and certainly in high demand as 
both media owners and buyers seek to adapt their organizations 

replace service, but the service offering is evolving in its planning 
and delivery mechanisms, so educating all stakeholders across the 

We work in close collaboration with our partners to facilitate an agnostic 
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Scott Mitchell  
Vistar, Managing Director, Canada

How are you dealing with data degradation that 
will no doubt be happening with their mobile data 
providers due to the enhanced privacy measures 
by Apple and Google;

Vistar hasn’t seen a major data scale reduction via our location partners 

drop in scale, and we expect those numbers to bounce back over time as 
more people opt back in to location services and partners work to continue 

for DOOH to emphasize the targeting capabilities available based on the 
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what should we keep doing, 
stop doing and do more of?

Can programmatic DOOH help clients 

How do they see omnichannel measurement 
playing out on each of their platforms

We need to keep developing solutions that make it easier for marketers to 
track the impact of OOH advertising to real metrics that matter, based on 

exposure and tie to the marketing KPIs brands care about, not simply to 

networks, marketers naturally unlock scale by allowing the data to evaluate 

Programmatic also allows brands to easily optimize campaigns by shifting 
budgets, heavy-ing up in key areas or adding in incremental extensions to 

The ability to prove ROI is critical for bringing net-new clients into the OOH 
space, and it’s important to responsibly align OOH results to the metrics 
marketers use to evaluate other channels of media without losing sight 

standardizing how we measure OOH in order to showcase the effectiveness 
of the channel to digital buyers, but there already today are true exposure-
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Thank You!Thank You!


